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NOCTILUCENT CLOUDS: Earth's "noctilucent daisy" is glowing brighter than ever. Seeded by 
meteor smoke, noctilucent clouds are surrounding the north pole in a luminous circle visible from 
ground and space alike.

2013 is shaping up to be a great year for NLCs. The clouds surprised researchers by appearing early 
this year, and many bright displays have already been recorded. Once confined to the Arctic, NLCs 
have been sighted in recent years as far south as Utah, Colorado, and Nebraska. They might spread 
even farther south in 2013.

"I think they're using Weapons in orbit to fire at the BIG Entourage of Asteroids, meteors, etc. coming 
in AHEAD of Planet-X.. These clouds are being created as a result..." [SD]

JULY 5TH
BIG SOUTHERN SUNSPOTS
Could this be an "indicator" that the inbound Planet-X is influencing that portion of our Sun [ SD ] ??

One of the biggest sunspot groups of Solar Cycle 24 is emerging near the sun's southeastern limb. 
AR1785 has a "beta-gamma-delta" magnetic field that harbors energy for powerful X-class solar flares. 
Another active region trailing behind it, AR1787, is only slightly less potent, with a magnetic field 
capable of M-class eruptions

These sunspots are a sign that the sun's southern hemisphere is waking up. For most of the current solar 
cycle, the northern half of the sun has dominated sunspot counts and flare production. The south has 
been lagging behind--until now. June brought a surge in southern sunspots, and the trend is continuing 
in July. This "southern awakening" could herald a double-peaked Solar Maximum due in late 2013-
early 2014.

JULY 3
  MISSISSIPPI RESIDENTS STUNNED AS THOUSANDS OF DEAD FISH WASH UP ON 
SHORES MONDAY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G17OjWs7r8g&feature=em-share_video_user

JULY 1
 Russia's Feb. Meteorite Strike Had the Strength of 30 Atomic Bombs

 Researchers have measured the shock wave caused by the meteor that stuck Russia in February and 
have measured it as the 2nd strongest impact event ever recorded.
http://www.weather.com/video/strength-of-30-atomic-bombs-37624

JULY 2
 22 Indonesians killed, over 200 injured in Aceh quake
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/world/2013-07/03/c_132507476.htm

JULY 3
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  Ocean Satellite Dies After 11 1/2-Year Mission 
http://www.weather.com/news/science/space/ocean-satellite-dies-20130704

JULY 3
 Over a Foot of Hail Swamps New Mexico Town
http://www.weather.com/news/two-feet-hail-new-mexico-town-20130704
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9nRdr5rp8Y&feature=em-share_video_user

JULY 3
  Sinkhole Swallows Car and Driver in Toledo, Ohio
http://www.weather.com/news/toledo-ohio-sinkhole-swallows-car-and-driver-20130703

JULY 4
  U.S. Airlines Cancel Mexico Flights due to Volcano
http://www.weather.com/news/us-airlines-cancel-mexico-flights-due-volcano-20130704

JULY 5
  Chile : Strong weather produce Massive Waves ( 16-22 FEET )that pound the coast of Chile
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNTSYup10ME#at=170

JULY 8
  Epic rainfall devastates Toronto: More than a month’s rain falls in less than 2 hours – ‘like nothing 
we’ve ever seen’
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2013/07/09/epic-rainfall-devastates-toronto-more-than-a-
months-rain-falls-in-less-than-2-hours-like-nothing-weve-ever-seen/

JULY 8
SPACEWEATHER.COM:
  "A slow-moving CME expelled from the sun on July 6th is expected to hit Earth's magnetic field on 
July 10th. Minor geomagnetic storms are possible when the CME arrives"

  Go to space weather's 7/06 archives & you  wont find ANY "CME Event" from that day ??????

 What are they hiding ???

  IF there was a Flare &/or CME on July 6th, could this account for GPS disruption that is bringing 
down Airplanes lately ???  Like the tragedy in San Francisco with that Asiana Airlines flight ????

  Remember on the Movie 'Knowing' it shows an Airliner falling out of the Sky & this is somehow 
associated with what the Sun is doing ????

  Lots of Train Derailments lately as well...  PROBABLY a result of the Earth Shifting causing 
"runaway trains" like this report-
http://www.weather.com/news/oil-train-derails-1-dead-quebec-town-20130706
SHELDON

JULY 9
 22-Acre Sinkhole Evacuates Entire Community
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http://www.weather.com/news/22-acre-sinkhole-evacuates-entire-community-20130709

JULY 10
 Derecho Leaves Damage in Ohio River Valley
http://www.wunderground.com/news/severe-weather-ohio-20130710

JULY 11
 Worst floods in 50 years lay waste to China’s Beichuan county- 30 believed buried alive
http://www.charlotteobserver.com/2013/07/10/4156400/west-china-flooding-destroys-earthquake.html

JULY 11
 Floods top 2013 world disaster bill so far
http://news.discovery.com/earth/weather-extreme-events/floods-top-2013-world-disaster-bill-so-
far-130710.htm

JULY 11
 What the West Coast Could Look Like if Climate Change Continues
http://www.weather.com/news/science/environment/nickolay-lamm-west-coast-sea-level-rise-
pictures-20130711

 Wow folks, the CONSTANT reminders that the Coasts will be under water..
http://www.weather.com/news/science/environment/nickolay-lamm-west-coast-sea-level-rise-
pictures-20130711

 Is it linked to stuff like this ?
http://www.weather.com/news/science/giant-iceberg-breaks-antarctic-glacier-20130711

 Go to the WEATHER CHANNEL to learn of more interesting reports like a natural gas  well leaking 
out in the Gulf of Mexico, AGAIN !!!

JULY 12
 Northern India hit by worst flooding in 50 years: 100 villages swamped in Bihar
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2013/07/12/northern-india-hit-by-worst-flooding-in-50-
years-100-villages-swamped-in-bihar/

JULY 14
 Jet Stream Over US So Weak Weather Systems are Moving Backwards
http://robertscribbler.wordpress.com/2013/07/14/jet-stream-over-us-so-weak-weather-systems-are-
moving-backwards/

JULY 16
 USGS Censors GOM Earthquakes While US Military Prepares For Civil Unrest Due To Climate 
Change
http://beforeitsnews.com/earthquakes/2013/07/usgs-censors-gom-earthquakes-us-military-prepares-for-
civil-unrest-due-to-climate-change-2465462.html

JULY 18
 Hundreds of Dead Stingrays Fill Gulf Beach
http://www.weather.com/news/hundreds-dead-stingrays-fill-beach-20130718
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JULY 19
 Residents alarmed: New Zealand shaken by dozens of earthquakes in 24 hour period
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2013/07/19/residents-alarmed-new-zealand-shaken-by-
dozens-of-earthquakes-in-24-hour-period/

JULY 19
 Bees dying by the millions 
http://www.thepost.on.ca/2013/06/19/bees-dying-by-the-millions

JULY 24
 Explosion in Gulf of Mexico - Major Environmental Threat Unfolding 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66xbovjwc2A&feature=em-uploademail
Reminder:  It's now a FEDERAL FELONY CRIME for ANY Journalist,reporter, blogger or 
photographer to be near Gulf Oil Spills...

JULY 24
 Violent Okla. System was a Derecho, Meteorologists Say
http://www.weather.com/news/storms-cause-damage-outages-oklahoma-20130724

JULY 25
 Backwards storm: Kansas lashed by 100 mph winds, and soft-ball size hail
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2013/07/25/backwards-storm-kansas-lashed-by-100-mph-
winds-and-soft-ball-size-hail/

JULY 26
 Activity increases at Guatemala’s Pacaya Volcano
http://www.volcanodiscovery.com/view_news/35813/Pacaya-volcano-Guatemala-increasing-
activity.html

JULY 26
Email dissemination posted by yours truly-
 “The Gulf Of Mexico’s ‘Dead Zone’ Will Be The Size Of New Jersey This Summer”
http://revolutionradio.org/?p=52647

 Revelation 8:8 SECOND TRUMPET
8 And the second angel sounded, and as it were a great mountain burning with fire was cast into the 
sea: and the third part of the sea became blood;
-an event like fukishima (which is destroying the aquatic life and poisoning the water) which causes sea 
temperature to increase.
-there also has been an increase in underwater volcanic activity- which is causing a global temperature 
change of the seas an is increasing the frequency of red algae (this actually makes the waters appear as 
blood and kills aquatic life)
-see revelation 16:3
archangelmichaelsword.blogspot.com

JULY 26
 NASA Infrared Observatory in the Skies over New Zealand to "watch" Planet-X ??
http://www.nasa.gov/press/2013/july/nasas-sofia-investigates-the-southern-sky-from-new-
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zealand/#.UfXLdqz4Xmt

 JR Moore relates this to the Establishment is watching PLANET-X on Bill Deagles 'Nutrimedical 
report' 7-26-13
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/PlanetX_Files/Sofia-IR-Observatory-watching-X-over-NZ.mp3

JULY 26
 Edward Snowden: Solar-Flare ‘Killshot’ Cataclysm Imminent
Terral 03's comments-

 The 'kill shot' threat coming from a solar flare in the month of September seems highly unlikely,  
because Earth will be on the backside of the Sun relative to the source and cause of solar flares at this  
point in the black star/Earth orbit cycles. Expect the flares to be released in the general direction of the 
Virgo Constellation migrating from the Leo Constellation with the string of X-class flares recently  
released around the middle of May 2013. While Earth has seen an escalation of these dangerous solar  
flares in the months of March and September for the last few years, the Earth will be spared this 
September with the flare activity taking place on the far side of the Sun relative to Earth position. Earth 
magnetosphere will develop an extra belt starting September 15, 2013 give or take a few days either 
way, which represents extra shielding capabilities provided through the black star/Earth magnetic 
portal connection drawing added electromagnetism from the Sun/black star magnetic portal  
connection due to cross on October 12-15, 2013. We will see one or two 7 to 8-magnitude earthquakes 
each week through this coming earth change uptick period running to the backside alignment, until the 
3-month earth change lull period begins running through the middle of January 2014 to begin the next  
Earth orbit cycle relative to the black star now migrating to the left side of the Virgo Constellation. My 
expectation for a solar flare kill shot would be in the time between late March and early June of 2014,  
when Earth is passing between the Sun and black star.

 The Snowden/NSA HAARP testimony below represents perhaps one tenth of the story with information 
concerning Washington DC Puppet Government Operations that only begins to scratch the surface.  
Yes. There is a Rothschild/CFR Working Group Assassination Agenda using HAARP to maintain the 
1.5 hertz carrier wave around the globe, but the operation is far more sophisticated than the story 
suggests. Chemtrailing is used to spread nano technologies among human, animal and plant life hosts 
allowing silicon-based chip sets to multiply for manipulating by artificial intelligence using more than 
350 sub frequencies riding the 1.5 hertz HAARP carrier wave. The nanobots working inside our bodily 
systems grow filaments becoming appendages for mobility and antennae for AI/ nanobot 
communications that include nano filament upgrades, as the CFR super soldier program doctors work 
to break the 5 nanometer barrier allowing AI full operational capability. Threats to the Rothschild 
Underground Ark City Programs are identified using real-world simulations with real-world hosts run 
into the future. The most common way that AI neutralizes these threats is to manipulate nanobots  
within the human host to create flu-like symptoms that fill the lungs with fluid, while simultaneously 
blocking vital heart arteries leading to heart attacks. Just ask StuNoodle, TexasJean or other members 
of Terral's Research Group that survived to gain some idea of how Michael Owens and my mother 
were murdered using this technology. 

 Nobody can hide from the HAARP 1.5 hertz carrier wave that moves around our planet from east to 
west some 7285 feet tall. Conventional Faraday cages offer no protection at all in interrupting AI/  
nanobot communications and operations being much too small with insufficient power to construct a 
sufficient electromagnetic field. AI uses information from the futuristic simulations to reverse engineer 
nanobot chip set filament combinations for transforming human beings into loyal New World Order 
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subjects over the course of time being well aware of all the probabilities from running millions of real-
world simulations. AI creates stable simulation realities using hosts that follow the rules making the 
same steps each day part of a regular routine. The objective is to create irregular patterns in your 
activities in everything from your brain functions to daily routines in order to keep yourself out of the 
AI stable real world simulations. Keeping your simulation host self out of the real-world AI stable 
simulations might require canceling radio shows and Paltalk research groups and maybe accidentally  
deleting your You tube account, or temporarily severing ties with friends to reconnect and then 
disconnect again and again, over and over in the absence of any real pattern. We must become crazy 
like a fox throwing curve balls over the backstop to keep AI guessing. Maintaining nut job/nutcase 
status utilizing a variety of ploys is helpful to keep AI guessing, which goes a long way to keep you off  
the AI threat assessment hit list. But of course, I am a certifiable nut job/lunatic with no clue and 
without enough sense to come in out of the rain, so judge for yourself. ;0)
Terral 

JULY 27
 NASA captured video footage of a giant swirling hexagon in the atmosphere of Saturn
http://www.naturalnews.com/041365_mysteries_of_the_universe_Saturn_hexagon_clouds.html

"Could this be another indicator that Planet-X is close enough to Saturn to be causing Violent Climate 
Change there" ?? [SD]

JULY 28
 Record Lows Blanket Midwest 
http://www.weather.com/news/weather-forecast/record-lows-midwest-unseasonably-cool-20130728
"Mini Ice Age kicking in ? " [SD]

JULY 28
My Research friend John Dinardo releases his 3rd revision titled "Why Gulf Of Mexico Land Masses 
must arise"..
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/mp3_misc/Dinardo/Why-Gulf-Of-Mexico-Land-Masses-
Must-Arise_Updated2013ver.pdf

JULY 28
 Terral 03 posts an email update on the "Black Star" inbound & ready to Terraform our Planet:

 “The conclusion that the evidence is pointing to a geological pole shift happening now appears 
incorrect, but my feeling is that we should expect that to happen later in the timeline. This information 
should be compared to the seismic pattern that includes Chile in Feb 2010, Japan in March of 2011,  
Guerrero in March of 2012 and Papua in early April of 2013 and on the backside alignment dates of  
Sept. 4, 2010 (Christchurch), Sept. 15, 2012 (Fiji) and Sept. 26, 2012 with the Aleutian quake event.  
Then include the March 12-13, 2012 magnetosphere reversal event with the Feb. 5 and 16, 2013 
Interplanetary Shock Wave Events and a clear pattern should emerge pointing to the black star  
migrating from Leo to Virgo through this period. Then integrate the CME X-class flare activity patterns  
from March and September to corroborate Sun/Earth - black star/Earth magnetic portal connection 
crossing events and we create a clear picture of black star location in Virgo leading up to a black star/
Earth crossing event in late May of 2015 where the orbit paths converge, when Earth is on the left side 
of Libra relative to the Sun. Subatomic particle bombardment seeing proton/electron flux numbers rise 
is happening when Earth is between the two stars amid the Interplanetary Shock Wave events taking 
place on 11-day cycles, as the black star spiraling/rotating electromagnetic arms swing above and 
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below Earth magnetosphere with an occasional direct hit like we witnessed on March 12-13, 2012. 

 Earth is protected from external bombardment of black star subatomic particles by the solar wind 
itself for the period that Earth is behind the Sun. We should also include the data on the migrating 
magnetic North Pole that is moving into Siberia along a spiraling-circular path coinciding with Earth 
orbit around the Sun. Methane outgassing increases through the periods that Earth is orbiting towards 
the black star (Jan-April) and when the black star is orbiting towards Earth ( Aug-October) that also 
coincides with the upticks and lulls in the 2.5 to 4.0-magnitude quakes, as the black star/Earth 
magnetic portal connection shortens and lengthens with black star/Earth proximity. Earth is receiving 
massive doses of electromagnetism through the black star/Earth magnetic portal connection being 
transformed into heat energy through Earth metals and the induction process. The bottom of the "V" in 
the seismic chart took place on December 28, 2012 in winter orbit (northern hemisphere) and July 7,  
2013 in summer orbit, when Earth reached outside orbit position making the 90-degree right angle 
with the Sun and black star. The increased solar flare activity takes place near alignments, as the 
magnetic portal connections converge. We should expect to see between seven and a dozen 7-8 
magnitude earthquake events between July 7 and about the end of October for 2013, as the black star 
orbits directly towards Earth in the headlights. Earth magnetosphere will also develop an extra belt  
starting September 15, 2013, as the Sun/Earth and black star/Earth magnetic portal connections 
converge. 

 I believe that Backman has the skills to generate the modeling data from the related evidence to 
demonstrate what is happening all around us once he recognizes the pattern to connect the dots. My 
feeling is that he also will recognize the data stream convergence in the charts pointing to a May 20, 
2015 Earth/black star crossing event that does indeed include a series of geological poles shifts, as the 
Sun and black star wrestle for Earth magnetic polarity control.  

Regards,
Terral


